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The Beatles and I
in Obertauern

Help me get my feet back on the snow…
Andreas Hofer follows in the footsteps of the Fab Four
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A PASSPORT TO FAME

PHOTOS WOLFGANG KREMSLEHNER, OBERTAUERN TOURISM

A

less stubborn skier than me would have
ended the ski season of 2021/22 on a high
in December. And I am not talking Covid
lockdowns here. Snowfall in the first week of
December in Arlberg was bounteous: in three days
three metres of snow plunged everything from lift
pylons to traffic lights deep under the lightest powder
west of Hokkaido.
As the season carried on, plentiful snowfall became a
rarity. Still, I had two days of nice powder over Christmas
and the New Year in Schladming, plus two days of
seriously enjoyable snow during my week in Courchevel.
But I’m talking four days out of three weeks! Already
mid-February, in the sunny Dolomites, it was hard work
to find reasonably good snow off-piste.
In March came the days of Sahara sand in the Alps,
offering some weirdly pink skiing in the Upper Lechtal,
Tirol. The descents were a corn snow affair: one had to be
up early enough to avoid dangerous snow slides.
Come April, which usually marks the end of my winter,
and I found myself ever more frantically phoning and
Googling in search of skiable slopes. Skiing during the
last week of April, as I usually do, looked like a seriously
endangered operation. I called my guide Schorsch
Schiechl, based in Heiligenblut at the foot of the highest
mountain of Austria, the Grossglockner, and he sent me
pictures of cows grazing at an altitude of 2,000m-plus.
And then a selfie of himself in a T-shirt at 3,798m, the top
of Grossglockner.
In my desperation I called Michael Lerjen in Zermatt.
They have glaciers there. It’s the highest ski resort in
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Europe with the top station at 3,899m. You can hardly
breathe at that altitude. Alas, they had no snow for me.
“Perhaps on the Italian side, Alagna?” I suggested.
“I’d love to guide you,” Michael said, “but I think grass
skiing is not what you want.”
Kurt Walde, my long-term guide in the Corvara/
Brunico region was philosophical: “Are you kidding?
We could go mountain biking instead. The weather is
brilliant and at 28 degrees plus you will get a nice tan.”
Climate change, as it appears, is not a problem of the
future. It’s ruining my skiing already.
I had planned this April trip many months earlier, with
my best friend from first grade, Florian Kremslehner, a
corporate lawyer, and his brother Wolfgang, who runs
their family-owned hotels in Vienna.
Now, to put it politely, Florian is a marvellous skier,
but when it comes to hiking up a mountain he’s not the
fastest. The good life, you know. His brother Wolfgang,
on the contrary is the ironman type. He would hike
two thousand verticals in two hours and still just be
warming up.
The brothers were already in their car heading west
with their skis on the roof rack when I had to break the
news to them that our ski week was over. “There’s no
snow anywhere,” I told them. They laughed. They
probably thought I was joking. “You don’t worry. We are
already on our way to Obertauern. It is snowing like
crazy here in the Radstädter Tauern. Soon we will need
snow chains. Hope we get up the pass without them. We
have booked a room for you in Hotel Alpina. It’s right in
the middle of town.”

delivers a
late-season gift
for Andreas
 The Beatles’

musical comedy
Help! was filmed
in the region,
with the band
playing their
only Austrian gig
in Hotel Marietta

I knew Obertauern. It’s a place where Austrian school
students used to go on their obligatory skiing week.
I’d not been there for so long that I didn’t remember
anything other than my first crush Claudia, who was a
terrible skier but the beauty queen of the 7th grade.
As school resorts go, Obertauern has numerous youth
hostels, some quite exciting night life and a good choice
of blue runs. It’s a smallish resort, boasting some two
dozen ski lifts, which take you up not more than a few
hundreds of verticals each. Some of them seem to go
horizontal. The official vertical drop is 827m, which must
be invented by the tourist board. But it is famous for its
prodigious amounts of snow from December to May.
I felt foolish not to have checked it out myself.
Obertauern had no name until 1962, because it’s not a
real village. It is a cluster of hotels lined up on both sides
of the Tauern Pass (1,738m), the high point of the B99
connecting the counties of Salzburg in the west and
Styria. The B99 follows an old Celtic trading route – later
a Roman road. There are still some ancient milestones
around. For millennia it was a busy traverse. In the 16th
century it boasted two inns, which still exist today:
Schaidberg, a hotel since 1932, and the Wisenegg, a
Grade I protected ‘Tauernhaus’, established by the
archbishops of Salzburg as a couching inn for passing
tradespeople. In the 13th century a small church for
travellers was erected and a ‘cemetery for the unknown’
– burial ground for all who perished when negotiating
the pass in harsh, wintry conditions. It is still in use today.
Obertauern is legally split in the middle: half of the
hotels on the west side of the pass belong to the parish of
Tweng, while the other, easterly half belongs to the
commune of Untertauern, from which the resort got its
name. But there was a school, which became famous as
the ‘skiing elementary’ in Austria as the students spent
the winter months on the slopes rather than indoors.
For centuries the villagers of Tweng and Untertauern
brought their cattle up to the high valley stretching
along the pass. They maintained barns and log huts to
stay all summer. When skiing took off in earnest in the
1920s, passionate pioneers stayed in those barns as the
Tauernhaus was off limits for those eccentrics on
wooden boards. From the 1950s onwards the barns were
one after the other converted into hotels. Obertauern
was born. A mere 200km from Munich, 73km from the
airport of Salzburg, it became popular quickly.
Obertauern’s passport to fame was the arrival of the
Beatles, who in 1965 shot their film comedy Help! here.
It must have been lots of fun. They and their spouses
were, for the first time, on skis. George Harrison was
terrified, while Ringo Starr loved it. They were, according
to their own accounts, stoned every day, which
persuaded film director Richard Lester to skip afternoon
shooting. By then they were already giggling!
While staying in Hotel Edelweiss, they gave their only
performance in Austria at 1am at the Hotel Marietta,
bored by the pedestrian hotel band. The evening ended
with a trashed piano and Obertauern’s glory.

SLOW-MOTION FREEFALL

Today the resort, despite its modest terrain, is a
luxurious affair with most hotels offering four-star
amenities and award-winning cuisines. All hotels are
family-run, with a keen sense for personal hospitality.
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The Seekarhaus, half-way up on the west-facing slopes,
is even a five-star accommodation, offering 1,300m2 of
wellness, two Michelin-rated restaurants and a kids
wonderland indoors and on the slopes. Florian and
Wolfgang, my skiing buddies, remember the main
building when it was still a very basic accommodation of
the German and Austrian Alpine Clubs, with shared
showers on each floor and bunk beds in the attic. The
building is even older than that. It was the lodging of
silver and copper miners in the 17th century, since 1923 a
hotel that went downhill during the Great Depression
when it was jointly acquired by the Alpine Clubs. Luxury
came to the lodging only in the noughties.
When I parked my car in front of the Alpina (the
owners’ grandfather drove the Beatles in his horse-

drawn sledge) it was already snowing heavily. I looked
like Santa when I took my room keys at the reception
leaving a puddle of melted snow.
The next morning we woke up to blazing sunshine.
Not much time for the fresh powder to last. We skipped
our good ski touring intentions and took the Gamsleiten
gondolas 1 and 2 to ski the only seriously steep descents
while the snow lasted. Only four per cent of Obertauern’s
runs are marked black. Yet the line along the lift pylons
of Gamsleiten 2 is one of the steepest descents in the Alps
and the north couloir is a class by itself.
We managed to be the first to track these still-virgin
terrains, making our turns in slow-motion freefall.
What a great way to celebrate the end of winter in style,
I thought, plunging into 40-degree, forested ravines.

Factfile

SKI AUSTRIA WITH FRESHTRACKS
Freshtracks has an intermediate/advanced trip
to Schladming – a resort steeped in ski racing
history – from 26 March 2023. The cost is £1,299,
including seven nights’ half-board at the
Sporthotel Royer, twin share, return flights,
coach transfers, three days with instructors and
three days' social skiing. The trip is aimed at
advanced intermediate (silver) and advanced
(purple) on-piste skiers.
If you're keen to venture into the backcountry,
sign up for the Heiligenblut week from 8 January
2023. The cost is £1,545, including seven nights'
half-board at the Landpost Hotel, twin share,
return flights, coach transfers, and six days with
local mountain guides. The trip is aimed at
advanced (purple) and expert (gold) off-piste
skiers and touring enthusiasts.
For more info visit skiclub.co.uk/ski-club-holidays.
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A single day pass in Obertauern costs
€53; six days from €261; ski passes are also
valid for the ski area of Grosseck-Speiereck,
15km away. A single room, half-board in
Hotel Alpina (hotelalpinaobertauern.at)
costs from €101 per night.
The 2022/2023 season is scheduled from
December 3, 2022 to May 1, 2023.
For more details visit obertauern.com.

 What a way

to celebrate the
end of winter
– following in
the Beatles’
shoes in Austria’s
springtime
paradise

